COMMUTATORS AND ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS
OPERATORS^)
BY

C. K. PUTNAM
1. Introduction.
In this paper all operators
are bounded
linear transformations on a Hilbert space consisting of elements x. By the (first) commutator C of two operators A and B is meant the difference

(1)

C = AB - BA

Similarly

one can define

higher

(2)

order

( = B^i).

commutators

B'"> by

B<">= AB(n-» - B^-^A

where BW=B.

entiation;

(The commutation

operation

(«=1,2,

corresponds

to that

•••),
of differ-

cf. [3, p. 192].)

By W= Wc will be meant the closure of the set of values (Cx, x) where x
is of length 1. As in [8], a complex number z will be said to belong to the interior of the convex set W if z is in W and if one of the following conditions
holds: If W is two-dimensional,
z is not on the boundary of W; if W is a line
segment, z is not an end-point;
or, finally, W consists of the single value z
alone.
In [6], it was shown that if A (or B) is normal or even semi-normal,
so

that AA* —A*A is semi-definite, then 0 is in the set W. (If A is arbitrary,
need not even belong to W; [2].) In [8], it was supposed
normal, with a spectral resolution

(3)

A= j

that

0

A is actually

zdK,

and the problem of determining
sufficient conditions
guaranteeing
that 0 be
in the interior of W was considered.
The present paper will depend upon the methods of [8] and upon certain
consequences
and extensions
of results obtained
there. The paper will be
divided into two parts; Part I will consist of general theorems on commutators
C and the associated
sels Wc, while Part II will be devoted to applications
of
some of these results, in particular
to Toeplitz, Hankel, and Jacobi matrices.

Part
2. It will be convenient

I

to recall here for later use a result

proved

in [8],
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namely,

it A is self-adjoint

or unitary

and is such that H=C+C*^0,

[March

and if (for a fixed B) C is defined by (1)

then

C
I2
H1'2 \ dKx\ g4||s||||«||*meas5,

(4)

for any measurable set S, the measure being the ordinary one-dimensional
Lebesgue measure. From this result it was proved loc. cit. that if A is selfadjoint or unitary and if 0 is not in the interior of Wc, then

(5)

f dK<I

for every set Z of one-dimensional
measure 0.
It is to be noted that the relation JzdK = I for some zero set Z is not incompatible
with the existence of a purely continuous spectrum
(no point
spectrum) consisting of, say, a single interval. Needless to say, the closure of
such a zero set would necessarily contain the aforementioned
interval.
In the present paper there will be proved results similar to the above but
for second and third commutators,

(6)

D{= B™) = AC - CA and £( = £<») = AD - DA,

respectively.

In fact, the following

two theorems

will be proved:

Theorem
I. If A is normal with the spectral resolution (3) and if 0 is not in
the interior of Wd, where D is defined by (6), then (5) holds for every set Z of twodimensional measure 0.
Since the spectrum of a self-adjoint
or unitary
dimensional
measure 0, one obtains the following

Corollary
of Theorem
interior of WdTheorem

operator

is always

of two-

1. If A is self-adjoint or unitary,

then 0 is in the

2. If A is normal, then 0 is always in the interior

of We, where E

is defined by (6).
Since any wth order commutator
BM for » = 4, 5, • • • is also a third
commutator
(of 2J(n-3) in fact) it follows of course from Theorem 2 that,
when A is normal, 0 is always in the interior of Wbw for n = 3, 4, 5, • • • .
3. The assertion (5) of Theorem 1 can be improved to

(7)
if certain
following

f dK = 0

Jz
additional restrictions
two theorems:

Theorem

are imposed.

3. Let A be self-adjoint

In fact there will be proved

or unitary

the

and suppose that 0 is not in
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the interior of Wc- In addition, suppose that there exists a line I in the complex
plane passing through the origin, lying entirely on one side of Wc, and such that
no number (Cx, x), for |[a;|| = 1, lies on I. Then (7) holds for every set Z of onedimensional measure 0.
Of course, since A is normal, 0 is in the set Wc [6], so that there exist
numbers {Cx, x) with ||x|[ = 1 clustering at 0; it is required however that these
numbers do not lie on I. A similar remark applies to the set Wd in the theorem

below.
Theorem 4. Let A be normal and suppose that 0 is not in the interior of WdSuppose that there exists a line corresponding to the set Wd as I does to Wc
above. Then (7) holds for every set Z of two-dimensional measure 0.

Theorem 3 can be regarded as furnishing a sufficient condition in order
that a self-adjoint or a unitary operator be absolutely continuous. Here the
last term is borrowed from the terminology occurring in the treatment of real
functions. What is meant is the following: A self-adjoint or unitary operator
with a spectral resolution (3) will be called absolutely continuous if fzdK = 0
for every set Z of one-dimensional
measure zero. For a self-adjoint
operator
A =f\dE(X),
absolute continuity is thus equivalent to the requirement
that
||£(X).r|| be an absoutely continuous function of the real variable X for every
fixed element x of Hilbert space; a similar remark of course holds if A is
unitary.
Similarly, Theorem 4 can be regarded as furnishing a sufficient condition
for absolute continuity of a general normal operator. It should be emphasized
however that the measure here is two-dimensional.
It is to be noted that a necessary, but not sufficient, condition in order
that an operator be absolutely continuous is that it possesses no point spectrum.
The

proofs

of Theorems

1-4 will be given

in §§4-7

below.

4. Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is similar to that of the lemma and
theorem in [8] and will be outlined here. Multiplication
of both sides of the
Equation (1) by AK(=f&dK, A any measurable set) on the right and on the left

yields

(8)

AKCAK= f (z - z0)dKBAK- AKB f (z - z0)dK,

where z0 is an arbitrary
ing to

(9)

D,=

ACe-

constant.

Next, choose 0 so that the set Wd e'6 belong-

CeA, where

lies in the half-plane R(z)^0.

Ce = CV" and

Thus Je = De+D*^0.

D, = Deie,

Multiplication

of both

sides of (9) on the right and left by AK yields AKD,AK =fA(z-z0)dKCeAK
-AKCefA(z-z0)dK. It now followsfrom (8) that \\AKDeAKx\\^2d\\AKCAKx\\
^4d2\\B\\\\AKx\\,

where d is the diameter

of the set A. Since a similar relation
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holds

also

for

D*,

one

readily

obtains

the

[March
inequality

^8\\B\\\\AK4*d\heace\\Jl^AKx\\^81ii\\B\\^i*\\^Kx\\d.Uno\r
is a covering by pairwise disjoint sets of a measurable
diameter
of An, one obtains the inequality

do)

hrfdKx
II

(AKx,

JeAKx)

{A1,A2,• • • }

set 5 and if dn is the

ss^Binixwizd!)112;

JS

\ 71

/

cf. [8]. If S = Z is a set of two-dimensional measure 0 it is clear that
be made arbitrarily small and so one obtains

(11)

^dl

can

JT f dK = 0.

If however JzdK = / were true for some zero set Z, then J)j%, hence Je, would
be the zero operator and it would follow, as in [8], that 0 lies in the interior
of Wd, a contradiction.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
5. Proof of Theorem 2. An examination
of the proof of Theorem 1 shows
that in the present case the inequality
(10) is replaced
by ||Z,J/2/S(fi?"x||

^llEll1/2^!!^^)1/2,
numbers

where L, = E,+ES (Es= Eei6) and the sets A„ and

dn have the same significance

JsdK = T, then \\Lle/2\\^(Xl^)1'2-

as before. If the set S is chosen so that

Since this sum can be made arbitrarily

small, L( = 0 and, as before, a contradiction

is obtained.

This completes

the

proof of Theorem 2.
6. Proof of Theorem 3. The proof of Theorem 3 is an easy consequence
of (4). In fact, since 0 is not in the interior of Wc there exists an angle 6
such that He = Ce+ Ce'^0. Moreover, in view of the assumption of Theorem 3,
it follows that (H6x, x)>0 for every x?*0. Thus, 0 is not in the point spectrum of He. On the other hand, if Z is any set of one-dimensional
measure 0,

relation (4) implies Hxe,2JzdK= 0(= JzdKHl12) is valid; cf. [8]. Consequently,
relation (7) follows and the proof of Theorem 3 is now complete.
7. Proof of Theorem 4. There exists some angle d for which (11) holds.
The assumption
of the theorem implies, as in the preceding proof, that 0 is
not in the point spectrum of J]'2. Relation (7) then follows from (11) and the
proof of Theorem 4 is complete.
8. The proof of Theorem 3 makes clear the following assertion, which will
be stated as a theorem and will be of later use:

Theorem
ators

Bi,

5. Let A be self-adjoint

Bi, ■ ■ ■ such

that

—BnA, and such that ^J3t(H\'2)
solutely continuous,

or unitary.

Hn=CnJrC,l'

Suppose that there exist oper-

is semi-definite,

where

Cn = ABn

is dense in the Ililbert space. Then A is ab-

so that (7) holds, for every set Z of one-dimensional

measure

0.

Part
9. Letcn(w
ing

= 0, +1,

+2,

II

• ■ • ) be a sequence

of complex

numbers

satisfy-
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00

(12)

C-n = Cn,

Z

| Cn\2 < 00,

n=—oo

and let T denote the Toeplitz

matrix defined by T={ck-i),

for j, k = 0, 1,

2, • • • . For references, see [4; 5; 10]. A necessary and sufficient condition for
the boundedness of T is that the function f(6) defined by the Fourier series
/W~Z-»
Cneind be bounded almost everywhere
(Toeplitz; cf. [4, p. 360]).
It was proved by Hartman and Wintner [5, p. 868] that, if T is bounded, its
spectrum is a closed interval [m, M], where m and M denote the bounds of
/(0); furthermore,
if T is not a multiple of the unit matrix, its point spectrum
is empty.
Other results, concerning absolute continuity and the spectra of Toeplitz
matrices, will be obtained in this paper.
First, define a matrix A = (ajk) as follows:

(13)

ajk = Ck-j for

k —j ^ 1

and

ajk = 0 otherwise.

Thus the main diagonal of A, and those below it, consist
It is clear that the general Toeplitz matrix T is given by

(14)

entirely

of zeros.

T = A + A* + co/.

As was mentioned at the beginning of this paper, all operators are supposed bounded. As was pointed out in [5, p. 880], it follows from Toeplitz's
results on self-adjoint
operators
that the above mentioned
necessary and
sufficient condition for the boundedness
of T holds also for operators
for
which the second, but not necessarily the first, condition of (12) is satisfied.
In particular, the above mentioned A is bounded if and only if f(6) (of class
Z,2[0, 27r]) defined by/(0)~2"
cnein> is bounded (almost everywhere).
It is
to be noted that the boundedness of A implies, but is not implied by, the

boundedness of T.
Direct

(is)

calculation

shows

that

m*a;||*
- ||4*||*= Z £ *»-***
- Z £ <*-*J■
n=2

*=1

re-1

On the other hand, the right side of this last equality
00

(16)

00

EE
m=0

A-n+1

is equal to

2

ci+nXj 5; 0.
i— 1

A proof of this claim follows, for instance, from a comparison of the coefficients of the terms xrxs. In fact, if the Xk and the xk are regarded as two sets of
independent
variables, it is seen that the coefficient of xrxs (r^s)
in (15) is
E"-«

cn-r+1cn-s+i—

E™=\

xrx, in (16).
10. It is of interest
semi-normal, thus

cr-„Cs-n,

that

is

to note here that

Em=o

cr+mcs+m,

the matrix

the

coefficient

A defined

of

by (13) is
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(17)

[March

C = AA* - A*A ^ 0.

The following result for arbitrary

semi-normal

operators

will be proved:

Theorem 6. Let A be an arbitrary semi-normal operator and let C=AA*
—A*A. Then either C = 0 (that is, A is normal) or 0 is in the essential spectrum

ofC.
A point fi is said to be in the essential spectrum of C if ju.is either an eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity or a cluster point of points in the spectrum of C
(or both). Of course, if C = 0 and is not a finite matrix, then 0 is in the essential spectrum. Somewhat more than Theorem 6 is contained in the following:
^0.

Theorem 7. Let A be normal and suppose that C of (1) satisfies H= C-{-C*
Then either H = 0 or 0 is in the essential spectrum of H.

That Theorem 6 is a consequence of Theorem 7 is clear if it is noted
that C of (17) is self-adjoint and that A can be replaced by the self-adjoint,
hence normal, operator A -\-A *.
11. Proof of Theorem 7. If A has a pure point spectrum (in particular,
if A is finite) it follows from Corollary 1 of [8] that 0 is in the interior of Wc,

hence, since H^O, H = 0.
Otherwise, let fx denote a cluster point of points in the continuous spectrum of A. Then choose an element x and sets A„, with diameters dn, such that
the A„ tend to the point /x, and the elements 3>n=A„i£x/||A„.KJc||, of length 1,
tend weakly to zero when «—»<». As was shown in [8] (cf. (4) of the present
paper), ||ff1/2;yn|| g const. d]/2-+0 as n—» <x>.Thus 0 is in the essential spectrum
of C and the proof of Theorem 7 is now complete.
12. Next there will be proved the
Theorem
8. Let T be any Toeplitz matrix (bounded, self-adjoint, and such
that the corresponding matrix A defined by (13) is also bounded) with the spectral
resolution

(18)

T = )\dE(\).

Then, unless T is a multiple of the unit matrix L,

(19)
for every set Z of one-dimensional

f dE < I,

J z

measure 0.

Proof of Theorem 8. It is seen that C = AA*-A*A ^0, where A is defined by (13). Hence, by Corollary 3 of [8], either (i) C = 0 or (ii) relation (19)
holds. In fact, in the corollary mentioned, it is clear that the assertion remains
true if A+A* there is replaced by A+A*+\I
for any complex number X.
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If case (i) holds, then by (16),
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(£0).

oo

(20)

Z Cj+mXj
=0

for m = 0, 1, 2, • ■• (whenever Z I **I2 < °°)>

and so ck= 0 for k = 1, 2, 3, • • ■. Thus T is a multiple of / and the proof of
Theorem 6 is now complete.
Remark.
As was mentioned earlier, it is known [5] that if T is not a
multiple of the unit matrix, then its spectrum is an interval and its point
spectrum is empty. This fact alone does not seem to imply (19) however; cf.
the remark following formula line (5).
It is natural to ask whether a Toeplitz matrix (not a multiple of I) is
absolutely continuous.
This question will remain undecided in the general
case; however, it will be shown that certain Toeplitz matrices do possess this
property.
13. Let Tn(c) denote the Toeplitz matrix belonging to the sequence \ck]
in which cn = c, C-n = c and all other ck = 0. In particular,
7"i(l) is the Jacobi
matrix belonging
to the (real) quadratic
form ^2,2xnxn+i. There will be

proved the following
Theorem

9. Every Toeplitz matrix

(21)

Tn{c) = j XdEn(X),

where n = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

for which
(22)

c^

is absolutely continuous,

0 and is real or purely imaginary,

that is

(23)

f dEn = 0,

J z

for every set Z of one-dimensional
The restriction
or T„(i). Whether

(22) amounts
the theorem

measure

0. (See §1 of the Appendix.)

to restricting
Tn(c) to be a multiple of T„(\)
remains true for arbitrary
c will remain un-

decided.
14. Proof of Theorem 9. For a fixed n consider the matrix Tn(c). For
m = \, 2, ■ ■ • construct
a (bounded)
matrix Bnm as follows: The first mn
rows of B„m consist entirely of zeros. For k = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m — l, and beginning with the element in the (n(m-\-k)-j-\,
n(m — l—k)-\-l)
position and extending in a southeast direction, construct a diagonal each element of which
is a c or a c according as k is even or odd. All other elements are zeros. For
instance, for » = 1, m = 3, one obtains the matrix Bu defined bv
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000000.
0 0 0 0 0 0.
0 0 0 0 0 0.
0 0 c 0 0 0.
B\z =

0 c 0 c 0 0.
c 0

c 0

0 e 0
It is to be noted that,
rectly

that

c 0.

c 0

c.

in view of (22), c"-= cl (s^O). It can be verified

Cnm = Tn(c)Bnm — BnmTn(c)

is a diagonal

matrix

di-

all of whose

ele-

ments are zero except for a string of n elements from the n(m —1) + 1 diagonal
element through the mn diagonal element each of which is c2.
Consequently,
each matrix C„m is semi-definite
and, moreover, for a fixed
m, the range of ClJ2, that is 9i(C^f), is the space of vectors x all of whose components are zero except those from the n(m — 1) + 1 through the mn element.
Clearly (for n fixed) the spaces 9?(C^,2) for m = \, 2, 3, • • ■ are orthogonal
and moreover their sum is the entire Hilbert space. Relation (19) is now a
consequence of Theorem 5 and the proof of Theorem 9 is complete.
Remark.
For a fixed m, choose real numbers
anm5^0 such that anmCnm
= Tn(anmBnm)-(anmBnm)T„^Q

clear

that

B=

'^_imanmBnm

and

such

is bounded

that

and

that

XXi

C=

|«w|

||-BBm|| < °o.

^manmC„m^0.

It

is

In fact,

C is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements all positive. Thus 0 is not in the
point spectrum
of C. Consequently,
Theorem
9 would now follow from
Theorem 3.
Moreover, the above furnishes an example of an II ( = 2C) in Theorem 7
in which 0 is in the essential spectrum but is not in the point spectrum.
15. Henceforth,
only Tn(c) for c real will be considered.
Let Tn = Tn(\)
for »=1, 2, 3, • • • ; then, of course, Tn(c)=cTn.
Let II = (Ck+,-i) denote the

Hankel matrix associated with the elements c„ considered in the beginning of
§9. (For results on such matrices, see [4].) For a fixed n, let Hn(c) denote the
Hankel matrix belonging to the sequence
\ck] in which cn = c and all other
Ck= 0; in particular,
if c is real, II„(c) =cHn(\) =clln is self-adjoint.
The fol-

lowing will be proved:
Theorem
pressed as
(24)

10. For every n = l, 2, 3, • • • , the Toeplitz matrix T„ can be exTn = pn(T,)

+ #„_,,

where pn(T\) = 22".o &kT\ denotes a polynomial of degree n in Ti with real
coefficients ai,, and an = \. Moreover, the polynomial
contains only odd, or only
even, powers of T\ according as n is odd or even. (See §2 of the Appendix.)
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Proof of Theorem 10. The proof, which will be outlined
upon the easily verified relations

(25)

T{Tn - TxEn-X = Tn+1+ 7\,_i - tfn_2 - Hn

(26)

Tl=

T2-

H1 + 2I,

In order to apply an induction

(27)

521

below, depends

(n = 2, 3, 4, • • • ),

T\ = T3 - H2 + 3TX.

process, grant that

T\= Tt-H^+MTJ

holds for k = n —1 and k —n (w§:3, arbitrary),
where/t(7\)
denotes a polynomial in Ti of degree k —2, with leading coefficient k, and containing only
powers of Ti differing from k —2 by an even integer. By (26), relation (27)
surely holds for k = n —1, n when w = 3. Multiplication
by 7i on the left of

(27) for &= w yields, in view of (25), T?+1= Tn+1+ Tn-i-Hn-2-Hn

+ T1fn(T1).

Hence by (27) for k = n —1, one obtains

(28)

fl+1 = Tn+1- Hn + gn+iiTJ,

where g„+i(Ti) = Tifn{Ti) -fn^T^

+ T"'1. Thus gn+^^i) is a polynomial

degree n — 1 with leading coefficient «-fT. Since relation
for k = n-\-l, the induction is now complete. The assertion

of

(28) is simply (27)
of Theorem 10 now

follows from (27) valid for k = 2, 3, 4, • •
Relation (24) shows that the spectrum of each Tn is closely related to that
of Ti. Moreover, since Hn-i is finite dimensional and hence, in particular, is
completely continuous,
it follows that the essential spectrum of Tn is identical with that of pn(T{). Moreover, the spectrum of Tn is purely continuous
and consists of the interval [ —2, 2]; [5, p. 868]. It will be shown that the

following is true:
Theorem

11. For each n — 1, 2, • ■ • there exists a unitary

operator

U„ such

that
(29)
where pn(Ti)

The

Tn=

Vnpn{Tx)U*

is defined in Theorem

(=Pn(UnT1U*)),

10. (See §3 of the Appendix.)

Thus each Tn is a polynomial in an operator unitarily equivalent
to 7\.
proof of the theorem will depend upon a theorem of Rosenblum
[9,

p. 3].
16. Proof of Theorem 11. It was shown in Theorem 9 that each Tn is
absolutely continuous. (See §4 of Appendix.) Moreover, since Ti in particular
is absolutely continuous, it follows that each operator pn(Ti) is also absolutely
continuous.
In order to prove this last assertion,
note that if ri=/X<f£i(X),
then
pn(T\) =fpn(\)dEi(K)
=f\dF(K),
where the last integral is the spectral resolu-
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tion of the self-adjoint operator
dimensional measure 0. Then

(30)

pn(T\).

Let Z denote

[March
an arbitrary

set of one-

f dF(\) = f dEifr),

J z

J z'

where Z* denotes the set of values X for which pn(X) belongs to Z. Since pn(\)
is a (nonconstant)
polynomial the graph of its inverse function g consists of a
finite number of (open) monotone, smooth arcs, the ends of which correspond
to X values at which dpn(K)/dk = 0. Thus g, or rather each of the single-valued
functions corresponding to each of its branches, is an absolutely continuous
real-valued function and therefore Z* is a set of one-dimensional
measure 0.
Since T\ is absolutely continuous, it follows from (30) that pn(Ti) is also.
Since il„-i occurring in (24) is a finite matrix the trace condition of Rosenblum's theorem in [9, p. 3], is surely satisfied and the existence of the unitary
operator
Un of (29) now follows from his result. (Incidentally,
Rosenblum
requires even a weaker form of absolute continuity
in his theorem than
actually prevails in the present instance.)

17. It follows from (24) that
If

(31)

N

E cnTn = P/,(r0 + £ cJBn-i,
n—0

n—1

where the Cu denote real constants
and PN(T\) = c0I + ELi cnpn(T{) is a
polynomial of degree N (assuming, for N^l
fixed, that e^^O). As in the
preceding proof, Px(Ti) is absolutely continuous and thus one obtains the

result:
Theorem
12. If T is the self-adjoint Toeplitz matrix associated with the real
sequence { • • • 0, 0, Cm, Cn-i, ■ • • , C\, Co, Ci, • • • , Ctr, 0, 0, • • • }, where
cnt^Q, N^l,
then there exists an absolutely continuous self-adjoint operator G
and a finite-dimensional
self-adjoint Hankel matrix H such that

(32)

T = G + H.

Whether T itself is also absolutely continuous will remain undecided. In
fact, it will remain undecided whether or not such a simple Toeplitz matrix
as Ti-\-T2, for instance, is absolutely continuous.

18. If it is assumed that
(33)

the series £

| c* | is convergent,

k

it is seen that \\T- £*_„ c„r„||^0

and \\H- £n-i

c„.ff„_i|[->0 as A?"-^

where T is the (real) Toeplitz matrix belonging to the sequence {c*} and H
is a completely continuous Hankel matrix. (That H is completely continuous
follows, for instance, from the criterion of [4, p. 365].) If, in addition, it is
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assumed that the series of (33) converges rapidly enough to guarantee
that
f(Ti) =c0I+ Zn°-i Cnpn(Ti) is a power series in Tx (more precisely, that/(X)

= Co+ Zc»£»(^) 's a power series in X convergent at least for |X| ^||7\|| =2),
then a theorem valid for the infinite sequence {ck} and similar to Theorem 12
also holds. (H of course must now be allowed to be infinite dimensional.)

It should be noted that/(7\)

is a multiple of / only if ck= 0 for k = l, 2,

3, • • • . In fact, if ck?*0 for some k^l,
Zn=o cnT„ is not a multiple of / and
possesses a purely continuous spectrum ([4] or [5]). Hence, if f(Ti) were a

multiple of /, then T=f(T\)-\-H
would have only one point in its essential
spectrum, a contradiction.
Clearly that portion of the proof of Theorem 11 relating to the inverse of
the polynomial pn(\), now corresponding
to the inverse of/(X), is still valid if
it is noted that, on any finite interval, df(K)/dK = 0 holds for at most a finite
number of values.
Lastly, it can be remarked that (33) is surely enough to guarantee that
the polynomials -Pjv(X) =c0+Z*=i
C*£*(X) converge uniformly to a (continuous) function g(X), so that (cf. (31))

(34)

T = J*g(X)rf£i(\)
+ H,

where H is completely continuous.
19. In this section there will be considered
Toeplitz and Hankel matrices. Let the numbers

another connection between
c„ of (12) be real and suppose

that A defined by (13) is bounded. Then T of (14) and also [4, p. 365] the
Hankel matrix
00

(35)

J = Z cnH„

is bounded.

If C=44*—

4*4,

relations

(15) and (16) become (Cx, x)

= I Jx\ s_0 and hence, if 0 is not in the point spectrum of J, (Cx, x) >0 for
every xy^O. Since C=TA* —A*T, Theorem 3 now implies the following
Theorem
13. Let the numbers cn of (12) be real and let T satisfy the same
assumptions as in Theorem 8. If, in addition, 0 is not in the point spectrum of
the Hankel matrix J of (35), then the assertion (19) of Theorem 8 can be sharpened to JzdE = 0, for every set Z of one-dimensional measure 0.

20. This last section will deal with Jacobi matrices. Given a bounded
sequence of complex numbers bt, define, as in [8], a matrix A = (an) by put-

ting aiyi+i= bi and 0,7 = 0 for j^i+l,
adjoint

Jacobi

matrix

so that D=A-\-A*

= (dn) is the self-

with di,i+i = bi, <fi+i,,= 5,- and d,-y= 0 otherwise.

Then

C = DA*—A*D is the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements |&i|2, I&2I2
—Ih\i, j bi\2— I&212,• • ■. It was shown in [8] that if the inequalities
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(36)

0 < | J, | g \bi\

g \b3\ ^ • • •

hold, then the Jacobi matrix D = J\dE(\)

[March

(< const.)

is such that JzdE</holds

for every

set Z of one-dimensional
measure 0. If the strict inequalities of (36) prevail,
then a refinement of this assertion is contained in the following

Theorem

14. Suppose that the inequalities

(37)

0 < I bi\ < I b2\ < I 631 < • • •

hold. Then the Jacobi matrix
every set Z of one-dimensional

D is absolutely
measure 0.

The proof follows immediately
of (37), the number 0 is not in
definite diagonal matrix C.
Suppose, for instance, that the
is absolutely continuous in either

(<const.)

continuous,

so that fzdE = 0 for

from Theorem 3 if it is noted that, in view
the point spectrum
of the positive semibi are real and positive. Then the matrix D
of the "extreme" instances of (36), namely

(37) or

(38)

0 < bi = b2 = h = ■ ■■( = i).

In fact, in case (38), D = bT\. It is of interest therefore to inquire whether (36)
alone is enough to ensure absolute continuity,
even in the case where all
bi are real and positive. This question will remain undecided.

Appendix
1. The late Professor

ences Hilbert

Wintner

(Added in Proof).
called the author's

[ll, p. 155] and Hellinger

attention

to the refer-

[12, pp. 148 ff.], wherein are given

explicit formulas, in matrix form, for the resolution of the identity belonging
to T\(\). The absolute continuity
of 7"i(l) can be immediately
inferred.
Furthermore,
from [12], it is clear that for any integer «3i 1, the basic Hilbert
space H can be expressed as the sum of n pairwise orthogonal
spaces IIm, each
of which is invariant
under Tn(\), and on each of which Tn(\) acts like T\(\)
on H. The absolute continuity
of Tn(\) can then be deduced from that of
7\(1). (Similar results can probably be obtained
in this way for Ti(i) and
Tn(i).) The proof of Theorem
9 as given in the present paper involves no
explicit formulas for the spectral resolution of 7"i(l) however.
2. Under the assumptions
that the cn satisfy c~n = cn and £1°° c„< 00 , put

T=(Cj-k),

H=(cj+k),

F(6)=2y£l?

°n cos nd and dp;k(d) =2w-1 sin j8 sin kddd.

If X = 2 cos 6, it can be shown from the calculations
of §15 that pn(\)
= 2 cos nd (pn(\)/2 is the wth degree Tschebyscheff
polynomial X/2) and that

(39)
Actually

T = col+ ( J F(B)dPjk(d)
V II.
however

a simple and immediate

proof of (39) is obtained

by direct

1958]
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verification.
the angular

The matrix
coordinate
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(dpjk(8)) is the differential of the spectral matrix, in
6, of the Jacobi matrix belonging to 2 Z" xnxn+i

(cf. [12, loc. cit.]), the usual spectral parameter X being related to 6 by
X = 2 cos 6. Furthermore,
it is to be noted that the restrictions on c„, namely
c_„ = c„ and Zcn< °°. used to ensure (39) are not even sufficient to imply
that T or H be bounded. The relation (39) is to be compared with (34)
wherein the heavier restriction
(33) is assumed (guaranteeing,
in particular,
that H be completely continuous).
3. In view of the discussion of [12, loc. cit.], it is clear that Tn is unitarily
equivalent to the direct sum of n copies of the matrix Ti. Consequently,
the
unitary equivalence
relation (29) is at least suggested, but, in view of the
explicit form of (29) (the polynomials £n(X) satisfying pn(2 cos d) =2 cos n9,
cf. Appendix 2 above), apparently not directly implied.

4. See Appendix 1 above.
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